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Winning your wife back from emotional or physical separation is more than doing the same
things with more intensity. It involves developing a whole new strategy to overcome what seem
to be overwhelming odds to attain a come-from-behind victory. In Winning Your Wife Back
Before It's Too late, Gary Smalley utilizes the following game plan to significantly increase your
chances for a "miracle comeback":Understand "penalty flags"Open a closed spiritHonor your
wife and childrenDevelop sacrificial loveInitiate change in yourselfBe accountable by joining a
support groupThrough true stories of previously separated couples, you'll see how the principles
illustrated in this plan have been fleshed out in the lives of real people and can lead to a
successful reconciliation. Although there is no guarantee that you will win your wife back, you
can still experience personal triumph and gain significant yardage in becoming the godly man
you were intended to be.

About the AuthorGary Smalley was one of the country’s best-known authors and speakers on
family relationships. In addition to writing The Blessing and The Two Sides of Love with John
Trent, their book The Language of Love (newly revised and updated) won the Angel Award as
the best contribution to family life. His national infomercial, Hidden Keys to Loving Relationships,
has been viewed by television audiences all over the world.Dr. Greg Smalley graduated with his
doctorate degree in clinical psychology from Rosemead School of Psychology at Biola
University in Southern California. He also holds master's degrees in counseling psychology
(Denver Seminary) and clinical psychology (Rosemead). Dr. Smalley is the director of research
and development at Smalley Relationship Center in Branson, Missouri. He lives in Ozark,
Missouri with his wife, Erin, and their two daughters, Taylor and Madalyn.
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LGFitness, “A MUST READ! ALONE OR TOGETHER!. My husband didn't loose me. However,
he did loose a lot of my trust, respect, energy, and enthusiasm in pursuing him as one who's
reliable, trustworthy, caring, and wise to consider the true meaning and purpose of relationships,
family, and friends. I tried to be sensitive in discussing this book with him. I thank God that
somethings in this book doesn't apply to us, such as physical and sexual abuse between the two
of us; though both of us have, in different levels, suffered such hardships in the past, before we
met.We are reading it together, not before praying, asking God to open our hearts and minds to
the many great and very true insights and strategies this author offers, especially for those who
have reached separation, which isn't our case and we hope and pray it won't be. I trust it's wise
to read this book before things get out of hand...things get a lot more difficult when we are not
careful to place important boundaries on how we allow our emotions to take over our mouths,
attitudes, and behavior, which definitely leads to mutual attacks, hurt, controlling, and
manipulative tendencies. At the moment, we are both trying to avoid getting to the point "of no
return", although hurtful things we say to each other already qualify for going too far and
beyond. Why? Although we may experience mutual regret, repentance, and forgiveness, we
can never take back awful mean words we said to one another! Therefore, even if you haven't
reached the point of leaving your husband yet things are tough; perhaps you live under the same
roof but sleep in different beds; perhaps your children must grieve and stress over your constant
fights; whatever the case, my husband and I highly recommend this book for those husbands
(perhaps wives as well) who aren't living in peace and harmony, who have separated or are even
divorced, and for husbands who do great at footing the bill yet know you can do a lot better, even
though yours is a tough, Godly wife who doesn't say much about the hurt she holds inside,
especially when you keep yourself "too busy" to listen and talk to her, except when you ask her
"what's for dinner?"!After 9 years of struggling, praying, crying, and asking him to seek counsel
support, I went from being a healthy active hardworking wife, mother, fitness instructor &
personal trainer, to unable to walk and hardly move. Two major spinal surgeries and knee
surgery last year, and I saw myself living the worst of our relationship when I needed him the
most (in the past five years!). He is now in counseling, trying to learn to accept that men do have
emotions and that burying past hurts and hardships isn't the way to understand how our
childhood molds into who we are today and it certainly isn't the way to overcome the various
emotional and behavioral problems that sooner or later, spring and surface in one warped way or
another,In our 13th year of marriage, I am on the mend and could never do as well as I do, if I
were to do it without my God given sweetheart, husband, best friend, caregiver, supporter, and
lover! Our child deserves far better from us and we both have our share of work to do, including
finish off reading this book! Other married couples, their children and extended families are my
main reason for feeling compelled to write this review. However, when it comes to this book,
about half way or a bit beyond reading it and I can truthfully testify that our relationship has taken



a turn for the much better. It's not perfect and no relationship in this side of eternity is! Not in this
planet, anyhow! LOL! Yet we believe every life is a God given opportunity for learning, growing,
retaining what's good, changing what's bad or simply doesn't work, for caring for another at the
very least as well as we do ourselves, and for waking up to the reality that love isn't an emotion
but a choice and action, and that marriage isn't a contract where each spouse pursue
happiness, expecting both will provide it for each other in the exact way each one, who are but
two opposite beings, to say the least (for that, we have God Who explains why the differences in
male and female!), rather than accepting marriage for the covenant that it is, expecting to give,
rather than to take! This book, along with many others, is definitely worthy your try! But far
better than this book, your wife, your children and yourself deserve reading this and change
things where things went wrong!”

Matt, “Gain Confidence. First, the book is a quick read and provides immediate ideas, rules or
steps to take in order to gain back your wife. There is no quick fix but it gives you something that
you have to consider and if you are willing to put in the time and effort, positives will be the
result.My wife asked me for a dissolution on Dec 3rd 2013. For 2 weeks I begged and pleaded,
as this action was a total blindside to me. After reading the book and seeking counseling, my
ENTIRE perspective has changed. I have become the leader of my house (or what's left of it)
and will only conduct myself using the ideas of this book when I am around my wife and
children. 8 weeks into it, my wife has now approached me several times to thank me for being
the person that she has wanted. Although we continue to march down the legal path of the
separation, I have her entire attention for the first time in many years. Together or apart, I know
that I am acting with dignity and will be just fine as I have realigned my life with God and
responsibility. She sees it and I know it. I can only be responsible for myself and I am trying
every day to follow the book's ideas and to improve myself. If she comes half way and returns to
me, we will get the help we need to fix things correctly. If not, at least I will know that I did about
everything possible that I could to save the marriage and going forward, I am already a better
man for the experience.I feel the book will work best for the guy that was clueless like me. If
there are other issues in your experience like infidelity or drug/alcohol abuse, it will help you but
your road may be longer. Self dignity was the thing for me. Once off my knees, and instead,
executing my plan from the book, I saw positive results almost immediately. Maybe "too little, too
late" for her, but it is now my job to conduct myself this way for the rest of time. It has been very
refreshing for me so far.Best of luck to all.  Buy the book!”

Jobe, “In my opinions this is a good book to read and understand how to go about .... In my
opinions this is a good book to read and understand how to go about trying to do all the right
stuff while at the same time watching your every move, it uses a football scenario to help you
pictures things more clearly. I've tried the method but it has not yet worked but I like the methods
used.”



fortlocks, “Life transforming. I brought this book for a friend who's marriage seems dead & at the
end, well I can honestly say it's transformed their marriage and it's been resurrected !! There
truly is Hope! My advice is read as many books as u can and believe in the power of Prayer!!! ”

David Blezard, “Very helpful, still married. Well I'm still married to her, sometimes you just need
to read the obvious and reflect”

milind sarkate, “A wonderful reconciliation. A great book for start up again your damaged
marriage and to return your wife in your life again.....”

Raymond Desilets, “Useful information. The information is relevant but if you are not into sports
or require the presence of God to give you focus then the anecdotes are distracting. Otherwise,
a good read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 490 people have provided feedback.
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